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Yesterday was a bit busy by the time I left the Mondrian so am sending this out now.

The Fitness Room ceiling is marked up (scuffs) from weights hitting it.  This is in the area near the window.  My best
guess is the bosu ball is there and someone is putting weights over their head and knocking the ceiling.  I did send an
email to Rahels to please try to get the scuffs off next week.  A majic eraser should do the trick.

Jason and I went in to the garage compactor area.  The leak that Ambassador has scheduled to fix this week is allowing
water/salt from the Indigo garage to drip down on the compactor.   Marie is not aware of the same leak affecting the
compactor yet so I will send her the picture from my inspection to ensure this is the same leak that is in the janitors closet.
(Tony of course you will be on the email as well).  Will be my next email today.

In the Water Treatment area I need to get the contractor to install a basin to put the chemicals in.  I am seeing old spillage
stains on the concrete and I am confident the residents on the 22nd floor would not want that leaking down through the
concrete.  I understand from Jason that water got through in the past from this area.

After our meeting yesterday with Maurice (CEL) ended my mission was to find a spot to put the canopy glass safe and
sound.  I have found a few options on my search.

P2 & P3 storage rooms to the right of the elevators.  This was a suggestion in the engineering meeting so I went to go
and check them.  As we have a good plan from the meeting on how to store these glass panels and the size requirements
one of these rooms would be an option.  We would need to do some housekeeping and remove some of the old items. 
(old sinks and lighting parts that can be disposed of to make room for them).

Although an awkward area as a last resort there is the AMU exhaust closet in the boiler house.  There is a large clear
area in there for the panels  

Regards,

Barbara Ravanelli, Condominium Manager, RCM
Licence 0001935824
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